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ABSTRACT
Head worn displays are often used in situations where users’ hands
may be occupied or otherwise unusable due to permanent or situa-
tional movement impairments. Hands-free interaction methods like
voice recognition and gaze tracking allow accessible interaction
with reduced limitations for user ability and environment. Tongue
gestures offer an alternative method of private, hands-free and ac-
cessible interaction. However, past tongue gesture interfaces come
in intrusive or otherwise inconvenient form factors preventing their
implementation in head worn displays. We present a multimodal
tongue gesture interface using existing commercial headsets and
sensors only located in the upper face. We consider design factors
for choosing robust and usable tongue gestures, introduce eight ges-
tures based on the criteria and discuss early work towards tongue
gesture recognition with the system.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Progressive motor diseases such as Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
(ALS) and muscular dystrophy, as well as quadriplegic paralysis
due to stroke or spinal cord injury, often greatly reduce users’
ability to move their hands voluntarily. Moreover, many situations
where head worn displays (HWDs) are used like warehouses and
manufacturing require users’ hands to be busy during the task.
Hands-free interaction methods like voice recognition and gaze
tracking have been used in HWDs to allow their accessible use in
different environments. However, voice recognition is not usable in
many environments due to noise or privacy limitations. Gaze and
dwell [4], the most common approach for gaze-based interaction in
HWDs is slow and requires continuous attention. Tongue gestures
offer an alternative to these two methods that is more private than
voice and less attention demanding than gaze and dwell.

Many researchers have explored the tongue as an input paradigm
using various devices and sensing modalities. Where early work
on tongue interfaces depended on intrusive retainers placed in the
mouth [9], later work has used electromyography (EMG) sensors
around the mouth, jaw and cheeks [10]. Some interfaces have even
succeeded in detecting motion remotely through external sensors
by using the Doppler shift effect [5]. Their applications have also

Figure 1: Interface hardware: Reverb G2 Omnicept Edition
VR headset, Omnicept Edition face gasket, and Muse 2 EEG
headband.
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Domain Design Factor Question

Usability

Accessibility Which muscles are necessary? With how much force?
Privacy Is the gesture silent? Is it visible visually?
Feedback Does the gesture provide haptic feedback for itself?
Simplicity Is the gesture simple enough to memorize and perform regularly?

Recognizability
Signal strength Is the signal strong enough to separate from noise?
Distinguishability Is the gesture distinct from other gestures?
Rarity Does the gesture occur naturally in daily activity?

Table 1: Design factors and questions to help evaluate each criteria.

Gesture Name Description
Single Tap Tap front upper teeth once with tongue
Double Tap Tap front upper teeth twice in a row with tongue
Shake Swing tongue left and right repeatedly
Left Cheek Tap left cheek with tongue
Right Cheek Tap right cheek with tongue
Mouth Floor Touch bottom of mouth, behind lower teeth with tongue
Curl Back Curl tongue up and towards the back of the palate
Bite Gently bite on tongue with front teeth
Table 2: Eight selected gestures based on design factors.

ranged from human activity recognition [2] to [10] gesture recogni-
tion and silent speech [6]. However, these tongue interfaces require
custom hardware and have unique form factors that make them
challenging to use on a daily basis. Instead, sensors in head worn
displays can provide the benefits of tongue gestures in a familiar
form factor. Sensors in HWDs can be placed in the ears [1], or at
other facial contact points such as the face gasket of VR headsets
[8]. Recently, Kæseler et al. found that 72% accuracy could be ob-
tained while only using single-trial electroencephalography (EEG)
comparing rest vs. a single gesture [7], demonstrating a new sensor
that could be integrated to HWDs for tongue sensing.

Building on prior work using different non-intrusive sensors for
tongue gestures, we sought to develop a tongue gesture interface
that does not require any additional components beyond existing
commercial hardware. Here, we show early progress towards a
non-intrusive tongue gesture interface embedded into a head worn
display using EEG and inertial measurement units (IMUs). We elab-
orate design factors considered in designing and selecting tongue
gestures to enable a new approach for hands-free interaction with
HWDs.

2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Previously, Chen et al. mapped out the larger space of mouth micro-
gestures, finding that mouth gestures should be short and simple
with few movements [3], while different from natural movements
of the mouth. Divided into usability and recognizability, our criteria
include both common interaction design and signal processing fac-
tors. In addition, there are some specific criteria for tongue-based
interaction, such as the ability of the gesture to provide haptic feed-
back for itself using the teeth or other surfaces of the mouth. Our
design factors, and questions used to decide whether a gesture fits
those factors are shown in more detail in Table 1.

We put these design factors to practice by selecting eight gestures
based on the criteria in addition to two visible control gestures. The
control gestures were selected from common facial gestures in liter-
ature that could also easily be distinguished during the experimental

procedure for verification: "Blink", where the user blinks once; and
"Stick Out", where the user sticks out their tongue and eight subtle
gestures using tongue movement with the mouth closed. These
two provide a point of comparison for researchers in eye tracking,
brain-computer interfaces, and tongue interaction. A description of
the other eight gestures, based on the design criteria can be found
in Table 2.

The gestures were selected by iteratively choosing gestures that
met the seven design factors without failing any during a brain-
storming activity until a total of eight gestures were selected. To
evaluate accessibility and simplicity, we used a physiological mus-
cle diagram to remove gestures using muscles below the neck and
examined muscle strain after doing the gesture 50 times repeatedly.
For privacy, we checked if the gesture was audible or distinctly
visible. For feedback, the gesture had to contact the teeth, palate
or another surface around the mouth. For the signal strength and
distinguishability, a real-time visual feed of the EEG sensors was
used to determine whether the gesture produced a clear signal.
Finally, rarity was required by excluding natural interactions such
as eating and smiling. Additionally, the gestures needed to be per-
formed in less than a few seconds while aiming to cover a range of
spatial motions to allow directional control during multi-gesture
use cases. An evaluation of the recognition accuracy, performance,
and usability of these gestures will be presented in future work.

3 TONGUE GESTURE INTERFACE
We selected a VR headset with multimodal sensing capabilities
to explore the use of different sensing modalities in recognizing
tongue gestures. The HP G2 Reverb Omnicept Edition features eye
tracking, a heart rate sensor, an inertia measurement unit (IMU) and
a mouth camera. Many of these are contained within the face gasket
of the VR headset as shown in Figure 1. We supplemented sensors
on this device with the Muse 2 to address the lack of EEG sensing.
The Muse 2 contains four main EEG channels and an amplified
auxiliary channel, located in the forehead and behind the ears.

The data from the HP G2 Reverb can be streamed to Unity via
OpenXR for regular VR position sensing and using the HPOmnicept
software for the additional sensors. Then, a Unity interface streams
the data from these sensors to the Lab Streaming Layer (LSL), a stan-
dardized timestamped data streaming protocol for brain-computer
interfaces. For Muse 2, the open source BlueMuse software allows
streaming the data into LSL directly. The data can then be saved to
an XDF file for analysis or streamed directly for real-time recogni-
tion. The proposed data pipeline is shown in 2.
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Figure 2: Pipeline for streaming and recording sensory data from HP Omnicept and BlueMuse with LSL.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We introduced tongue gestures as an alternative hands-free in-
teraction method for head worn displays that can preserve user
privacy without demanding intense visual attention. We evaluated
factors important in designing tongue gestures that are usable in a
wide range of settings and recognizable by classification algorithms.
We also designed a set of gestures selected based on these factors.
Finally, we showed a multimodal, multi-device system to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of different sensors in distinguishing tongue
gestures and proposed a pipeline to collect data from a prototype
non-intrusive tongue gesture interface.

In a future paper, we plan to create a multimodal, multi-gesture
dataset for enabling tongue gesture recognition.We plan to evaluate
the efficacy of the gestures and interface proposed by studying the
usability and building a machine learning classifier to recognize the
gestures and different subsets of the gestures. We aim to use the
interface in real-time to control different apps, games, and musical
instruments in mixed reality.
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